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What impact did the Holocaust have on everyday life, consumer culture and economic
interactions? How did victims as well as ordinary consumers seek to negotiate their existences
during the Holocaust? To what extent does genocide generate its own “moral economy”? This
presentation seeks to answer these broader questions with reference to the Holocaust and the
economic destruction of the Serbs and Jews in the Independent State of Croatia (Nezavisna
Država Hrvatska – NDH). In the ten months between April 1941 and February 1942, Croatia under
the leadership of the fascist Ustasha movement reshaped the patterns of everyday life and
consumption in order to render life for Serbs and Jews unsustainable and construct a raciallypurified economy. In the first few months of the state’s existence, Serbs and Jews were removed
from the economic life of the nation.
In the cities and towns of the new
state, the impacts of the purification
of economic life were being felt not
just by the victims, but also workers,
consumers, commissioners of factories and businesses and ordinary
citizens in every aspect of everyday
life. These changes were exacerbated by another aspect of economic
terror: the attempt to construct an
“ethical marketplace” which would be
not only racially pure but also free of
the harmful practices and economic
“pathologies” which had characterised Serbian and Jewish “control” of
the national economy in the 1920s
and 1930s. Drawing on the thousands of petitions, letters and diaries written by victims, the internal
memos and field reports of low-level and regional bureaucrats charged with implementing the
“Aryanisation” of the national economy and the correspondence between ordinary consumers,
aspiring beneficiaries and economic agencies, this study aims to build a picture of what it was like
to experience terror in real time.
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